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L I E D E R B A C H  &  G R A H A M  

A R C H I T E C T S  

 

JOB POSTING FOR PROJECT ARCHITECT 

 

ABOUT US 

Liederbach & Graham, Architects is a mid-size design firm focused on producing beautiful work 
which is built to endure.  Our Chicago-based studio produces projects in this city, its suburbs, and 
throughout the United States. The work of Liederbach & Graham has been honored with awards at 
the local, regional and national level. Please visit our website www.liederbachandgraham.com 

We maintain a loft studio surrounded by many, many books, in Chicago’s River North design hub.  

ABOUT THE JOB 

We seek a Project Architect with a strong interest in traditional and Classical single-family residential 
architecture. Most of our projects are carefully studied and detailed luxury residences, but the firm 
also has an interest in university and select institutional work undertaken with similar care. The 
individual would work with a principal and manage a team from schematic design through project 
completion and: 

- Collaborate with other professionals and consultants and coordinate the final work 
product. 

- Play a lead role in ensuring that the design meets client’s schedule and budget and 
exceeds their expectations. 

- Represent our firm well to our clients, consultants, and municipal authorities. 
- Demonstrate a deep understanding of the technical requirements of projects. 
- Has the connoisseurship to develop the design such that all details, materials, mouldings, 

etc. are consistent with the style of each individual project. 

DESIRED SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE 

- Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in Architecture 
- Minimum 8 to 12 years of architectural experience with 5 years as Project Architect. 
- A deep technical understanding of and proficiency in construction detailing. 
- Prior experience in high-end single family residential work with budgets in excess of $3 

million. 

http://www.liederbachandgraham.com/
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- Experience working on projects which have been honored through publication or 
awards is desirable. 

- Work on high-profile projects and employment history with noted design firms is 
appreciated. 

- Experience with university work is a plus. 
- Is personable and helpful and enjoys the role of mentor to junior staff 

CONTACT TO APPLY 

If you would like to join our dynamic and collaborative environment, please send your cover letter, 
resume, salary history, and examples of your work to kswartz@liederbachandgraham.com. 
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